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outside and one dual module rotor inside is designated as shown
in Fig. 1.

Abstract
The paper proposes a new controller for axial flux permanent
magnet (AFPM) motor that adjusts both rotation rotor speed
and axial rotor position by combining sliding mode controller
and PID controller. The sliding mode control dedicated for
speed and axial motion while PID is designed for the current
loop. Controlled system performance is validated through a set
of simulations.

When a three-phase voltage is granted to stator coils, different
currents are generated (including current iq) flowing inside, they
will interact with the magnetics of rotor to generate torque (M)
and the currents in phase windings (component id) of stator
generate thrust and drag (F) based on the principle of the
electromagnet. Thanks to special structure and abovementioned operating principle, the rotor of the motor will not
generate axial displacement although both ends of the shaft have
magnetic bearings. It allows the absence of additional axial
movement block of the rotor, therefore, the motor structure is
being compact. Due to the way of winding roll, the rotational
magnetic field generates torques M1 and M2 on the same
direction on the rotor shaft and generates thrust-drag forces F1
and F2 between the rotor and the stator on opposite direction.
The total torque (M=M1+M2) is the summation of the torques
but the total force is the difference of the axial attractive forces
(F=F1-F2).

Keywords: AFPM motor, speed controller, axial posotion
controller, sliding mode controller, PID controller.

I. INTRODUCTION
Axial flux permanent magnet motor (AFPB) finds its important
role in electric drive systems [1]. Thanks to the ability of
producing torque and force at the same time, AFPM does not
require axial bearings that my cause mechanical problems
[2]. The axial flux motors are one of the most promising electric
drive technologies due to its high-power density. Recent
researches target mainly on the design problem of AFPM [3],
[4], and [5], very limited number of works looking at control
aspect [6]–[10]. Most of the works done on control of AFPM
use linear control technique that may result in limited operating
range of the motor.
The paper proposes a control technique that combine sliding
mode control and PID. The inner loop is designed based on
sliding mode control and speed regulator is supported by PID
control. The control topology exhibit robust property due to the
contribution of sliding mode control.

II. MODEL OF AXIAL FLUX PERMANENT MAGNET
MOTOR
II.I Introduction to AFPM motors
Fig. 1. The AFPM motor section with magnetic bearing at both
ends integrated (1: The shaft; 2, 3: the stator and the winding of
left side and right side of motor; 4: the permanent magnetic
rotor of motor; 5, 6: the magnetic bearing rotors on left and
right sides; 7, 8: the stator and the winding of magnetic bearing
on left and right sides; z0, g0: the nominal gaps between the
rotor and stator of motor with magnetic bearings)

In terms of structure, the AFPM motor has its own particular
specialists, in details, the stator module may include several
types: A single module has one winding set and a dual module
has two sets of winding sharing a common core and back-toback establishment. Similarly, a single rotor module includes
only one permanent magnet on one side, and in dual module
one, both sides have permanent magnets leaning against each
other. In this research, an object with two single module stators
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m is the mass of rotor,

From the structure and the principle of operation mentioned
above, AFPM motor can be considered as two motors that have
a common rotor or share a common sharp.

FL is the external force influencing on rotor,
k1  2

II.II Mathematical model of AFPM motor
The mathematical model of AFPM motor was developed in dq
coordinate system, as presented as the following. The indicator
1 and 2 are present for the left side motor and right side motor,
respectively.

 p ; k2  2

0

S p g0

 p2 .

In this section, we will design a new algorithm for AFPM motor
base on the combination between conventional PID controller
and Sliding mode algorithm (SMC). Conventionally, the PID
controller applied for this system contains 2 control loop: outerloop ( speed controller and axial position controller) and innerloop ( current controller). Using PID for current controller is
widely applicable in controlling electric motor, it brings the
good performance for system and this algorithm is not too
complicate. Especially, when there are some techniques
attached like decoupling ragulator..., using PID algorithm for
current controller loop can achieve the good quality with
complicated nonlinear systems as AFPM motor. Meanwhile,
the speed and axial positon controller loop is more challenging
to achieve desired response. Because the responses of this loop
will be references for current loop, the performance must be
accurate. Beside, during operation, there are some system’s
parameters that will be changed like load torque, the force
influencing rotor...So, conventional PID controller is not good
enough to apply in controlling speed and axial position. We
propose the sliding mode controller to replace PID. With plenty
of outstanding advantages like robust with external
disturbances, adjusting with the changes of system’s
parameters..., the responses of outer-loop will be improve
significantly as well as system performace.

(1)

Mathematical model of motor 2:

disd 2

usd 2  Rs isd 2  Lsd 2 dt  s Lsq2 isq2

di
 usq2  Rs isq2  Lsq2 sq2  s Lsd 2 isd 2  s p

dt

g

2
0

III. CONTROL DESIGN FOR AFPM MOTOR

Mathematical model of motor 1:

disd 1

usd 1  Rs isd 1  Lsd 1 dt  s Lsq1isq1

di
usq1  Rs isq1  Lsq1 sq1  s Lsd 1isd 1  s p

dt

02 N 2

(2)

Where:

isd 1,isq1,isd 2, ,isq2 are the currents on d,q axis of motor 1 and motor
2, respectively,

usd 1 ,usq1 ,usd 2 ,usq2 are the voltages on d,q axis of motor 1 and
motor 2, respectively,
Lsd 1 ,Lsq1 ,Lsd 2 ,Lsq2 are the inductances after transformation in
dq axis of motor 1 and motor 2, respectively,

III.I Rotation rotor speed controller

Rs is the resistor on stator,

Rewrite the dynamic equation (3) as following:

 p is the magnet flux,

BI sq  mm 

s is the rotation speed of rotor.
The equation that show properties of rotation rotor speed:

3
z p  p isq1  isd 1isq1 ( Lsd 1  Lsq1 )   p isq2
2 
J d
isd 2 isq2 ( Lsd 2  Lsq2 )  mm 
z p dt

J

zp

(5)

Where:

I sq  isq1 isq2 

T

(3)
B

Where:

3
z p  p  isd 1 ( Lsd 1  Lsq1 )  p  isd 2 ( Lsd 1  Lsq1 )
2 

Choose the sliding surface as:

mm is the external torque ( the load)

S    r

J is the inertia of rotor

The purpose of control signal is driving the system’s state ( in
this case is the rotation speed) to the sliding surface, then the
controller will drive the sliding surface to zero. So that, there are
two components of control signal:

z p is number of dual pole
The equation that show properties of axial rotor position:

mz  FL  k1 ( i2d  i1d )  k1 ( i2d  i1d )z  k2 z

(6)

I sqeq is the signal that keep state on the sliding surface, this signal

(4)

can be computed by condition: S  0

Where:

z is the axial displacement,
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Where  is a controller’s variable, we will choose  so that the
equation (12) guarantees the Hurwitz Stable Standard. The
control signal will drive all components of sliding surface (12)
to zero, it means that not only the axial displacement will be
drive to zero, but also it’s differential will not change. Similarly
above section, the control signal in this case also has 2
components, and they can be caculated by these following
conditions:

From (5) and (6), we obtain:

zp
J

 BI

sqeq

 mm   r  0
(7)


1 
J
 I sqeq  BT  BBT   mm  r 

z p 


I sqsw is the signal that drive the sliding surface to zero, this signal

Sz  0

Sz Sz  0

can be computed by condition: S S  0
From (5), (6) and above condition, we can choose the control
signal as following:

I sqsw  BT  BBT 

1

J
 c sign  S 
zp

From condition (13), we can compute the signal that keep state
( axial displacement) on the sliding surface as:

(8)

 I deq 

Where c is a positive gain

m
  z   k2 z
K

(14)

And we choose the signal that drive sliding surface to zero as:

The final control signal is the combination of above signals:

 I dsw 

I sq  I sqeq  I sqsw

1 
J
 BT  BBT   mm  r  c sign  S   


zp



(9)

m
 cz sign  S  
K

(15)

The final control signal is the combination of the signals (14)
and (15):

 I d   I deq   I dsw

We will demonstrate with the controller as (9), the rotation
speed will approach the desired value asymptoticly through
Lyapunov Standard. Let choose the Lyapunov candidate
function as:
1
V  S 2
2

(13)



m
  z  cz sign  S    k2 z
K

(16)

The steps to demonstrate the stability of the system with above
proposed control signal are the same with previous section,
choose the Lyapunov candidate function as:

(10)

Vz 

The above Lyapunov candidate function have a element that is
sliding surface ( or the error value between the response speed
and reference). If differential of V is negative definite, the
element in the Lyapunov candidate function will drive to zero,
it means that the rotation speed will be drive to the desired value
asymptoticly. Take time derivative of (10), we obtian:

1 2
Sz
2

After taking time derivative of this Lyapunov candidate function
and using the control signal (16), we obtian:
Vz  cz Sz .sign  S z   0

V  S S
 zp

 S   BI sq  mm   r 
J



(17)

The differential of Lyapunov candidate function is negative
definite, so the system will be stable with proposed control
signal ( or axial displacement will approach zero asymptoticly).

Replacing the control signal (9) to above equation, we have:

III.III Current controller

V  c S sign  S   0

Rotation speed, Iq

The differential of Lyapunov candidate function is negative
definite, the system will be stable as Lyapunov Standard.

s
III.II Axial rotor position controller
Rewrite the dynamic equation (4) as:

K I d  k2 z  FL  mz

(11)

Where: K  k1  k1 z ; I d  i2d  i1d

Rotation
speed
controller

Iq

Axial
position
controler

Id

Current
controller

Voltage

AFPM motors

Controller
Rotor position, Id

Choose the sliding surface for axial displacement as:

Sz   z  z

(12)

Fig. 2. The structure of the controller
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The response of rotation speed controller and axial position
controller are the desired valued of current controller loop ( as
shown in figure 2). We use PID algorithm combining with
decoupling regulator to drive stator current to desired values.
Input of the controller are the references (from out-loop) and
the feedback signals ( currents on dq axis, rotation speed).
Output are the voltage signal that will be applied to Stator.
Current controller loop are shown in figure 3.

I sd

Decoupling
regulator

I sd

I sq





PID



Fig. 5. Axial displacement response case 1

U sd
Stator

 U sq

PID
Decoupling
regulator

Current controller loop

I sq
Fig. 3. The structure of the current controller loop

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
Fig. 6. Current response of Stator 1 case 1

Table 1. Parameters of AFPM motor
Parameters
Lsd 1  Lsd 2

Value
8,2.10-6 (H)

Lsq1  Lsq2

9,6.10-6 (H)

Rs

2,3 (Ω)

p

0,0126 (Wb)

m

0,235 (kg)
0.0000082 (kg.m2)
1

J
zp

Case 1: desired rotate speed: 3000 r/m; no load, no external
force influencing in rotor.

Fig. 7. Current response of Stator 2 case 1

Fig. 4. Rotation speed response case 1

Fig. 8. Control signal of Stator 1 case 1
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Fig. 12. Current response of Stator 1 case 2
Fig. 9. Control signal of Stator 2 case 1
Fig. 1 to Fig 9 show the control performance of the motor in no
load condition. It can be seen that the system exhibit good
tracking results with applicable input ranges.

Case 2: desired rotate speed: 3000 r/m; load = 2 N.m added at
2s; external force influencing in rotor added at 3s.

Fig. 13. Current response of Stator 2 case 2

Fig. 10. Rotation speed response case 2

Fig. 14. Control signal of Stator 1 case 2

Fig. 11. Axial displacement response case 2

Fig. 15. Control signal of Stator 2 case 2
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14, pp. 1517–1529, 2014.

When load and an external force are applied to the system the
control still drive the axial position to the equilibrium and the
rotational speed to the desired value.

IV. CONCLUSION
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The paper deal with control problem of an axial flux permanent
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control is verified via numerical simulations.
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